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esis that the Hittite language belongs to the Aryan family. But their which throw new light on the details and less known aspects of coral

exact relation in language and origin is still an open question. A point formations. No doubt, if Darwin were alive he would have rewritten

on which there is much confusion and difference of opinion is the con- many pagesof the work ; but the changes would have been only such as

nection of the Hittites with the Hyksos or shepherd kings who reigned any generalization is almost inevitably subject to - namely , modifications.

in Egypt at the time probably that Israel went down into Egypt, and who In bringing out a third edition of The Structure and Distribution of

were afterward expelled, so that “ there arose a new king that knew not Coral Reefs ” it was thought best to allow the body of the edition of

Joseph .” Canon Tristram saysthat the Hyksos were Hittites; Dr. Fra 1874 to remain intact, supplementing it with a review of the discoveries

denburgh says that“ possibly someofthe Hyksos invaders may have been and opinions set forth by variousauthors since the publicationof the

Hittites. Indeed there is evidence in favor of this suggestion which bears second edition . Prof. T. G. Bonney, the eminent petrographer, who was

some weight." The prevailing opinion of scholars seems to be that of chosen to undertake the latter work ,has ably performed the task , and he

Canon Tristram . After the overthrow of this usurping dynasty , Thothmes has done it in a manner as candid and philosophical as Darwin's. The chief

III., “ the Alexander the Great of Egyptian history , and after him question has been whether the coral reefs , etc., were formed during a

Rameses II. , carried on great campaigns against the Hittites , invading period of elevation or of subsidence, as Darwin believed was almost

and overrunning their territory even as far as the Euphrates, but making always the case. Professor Bonney has classified the literature on coral

no permanent conquests, however, very much weakening their power, and formations on this basis , giving, first, abstracts of the opinions of Murray,

diminishing their numbers and influence. The treaty that closed the A. Agassiz , Guppy, and a few otherswhose views are adverse to those held

struggle was strengthened by the marriage of Rameses to the daughter of by Darwin . These are followed by the arguments of those authors in

the powerful Hittite warrior. Khitasar. The author gives quite a full support of Darwin's hypothesis,among whom are Crosby and that experi

account of this struggle in thechapter “ Fighting for Life.” Then fol- enced observer, Professor Dana. It is found that the great weight of evi

lows ' Heroic Dying," as the Hittites were swallowed up in the growing dence sustains Darwin's views of the occurrence of coral formations

Assyrian power. There is a chapter each on the literature and artand during the subsidence of a shore, peak , or shoal , though it occasionally

the religion of this long-buried people. In religion there are many affini. attends a slight elevation ; that the lateral growth of a stationary reef in

ties with the Egyptian ; and it seemsto approach monotheism ;" their a “ falry ring ” is comparatively small and of little importance; that the

chief god was Sutekh. In this compact little volume the author has given consolidation of the coral debris into limestone is due largely to disintegra

the most important facts as far as they are known , and bas thus rendered tion caused after death by the animal matter of the polyps themselves,

a valuable service to the student. In his statements hefollows largely the rather than by the solvent power of the water , which he finds to act only

researches and conclusions of Professor Sayce, than whom there is no better with slight effect, and that only when the coral is exposed to currents:

authority on the subject. and thatthe thickness of some coral beds is found to be too great to admit

of elevation as a theory, which is advocated by somegeologists. A simple

Monopolies and the People . * illustration may be taken from Mr. Crosby's description of Cuba, where

The problem of the trusts has come upon the American people so sud. he findsa series of vertically walled terraces of coral formation resting

denly and with such startling proportions that no one except the doctrinaire Thefirstand lowest isofrecent age and is30 feet thick; the second is
against the rugged sides of the mountains in the interior of the island .

socialist has been able to offer a coherent plan for its solution. Conserva. 200 fert; the third , 500 feet;and the fourthabout 800 feet thick. More

tive and matter- of-fact people have simply held back in perplexity. But over , the plateau, El Yunque , is over 1,800 feet in height, composed ,
that something must be done all seem agreed. The difficulty has been apparently, of coralline limestone. The upper formations are older , as

that no one has beretofore gone over the whole ground in a scientific way , the island and of the coral reefs, as terraces, is then obvious. But the
is shown by their more solid and crystalline structure. The elevation of

making an analysis of the conditions of existence of the different monopo- reef-building corals do not flourish , generally speaking, in water deeper

lies, in order inductively to arrive at the laws of their growth , and to dis' than about twenty-five fathoms. Hence the maximum thickness,even

cover the principles that connect them with the public interests. This
, itable conclusion, therefore,is that the elevation of Cubawas interrupted

when the ocean bed is at rest, can not be over about 150 feet. The inev .

however, is the method of the work by Mr. Baker. In successive chap- anddiversifiedby periodsof subsidence, a phenomenon which is constantly

ters the following monopolies are examined : Trusts and monopolies in occurring in geological history , and notably in the north of Europe during
manufacturing industries; monopolies of mineral wealth; monopolies of later geologic time.

transportation and communication; municipal monopolies; monopolies in

wholesale and retail trade ; monopolies in the labor market. The conclu A Valuable Law Book.*

sion is reached that in any given industry the tendency toward monopoly

varies inversely as the number of competing units," or in the case of
Every lawyer recognizes the value of books of leading cases and

industries in wbich natural agents are necessary, with the scarcity of precedents. They are as essential to his successful practice and to his

available like natural agents.” Turning to the question of the rights of acquaintance with current decisions as the latest improved machinery to

property, the author claimsthat while rights of property in the fruits of the manufacturer. This is especially true in the domain of commercial

his own strength and skill rest with the individual on grounds of natural

right and public expediency , yet the natural right to all gifts of natureor
law. Wonderful strides have been made of late years in everything

to any franchise conferredupon any corporation under whatever condi- pertainingto commercial transactions. Giant business concerns formerly

tions ,rests with the naturalowner, thepublic. Combining these eco- undreamt of arenow as common asthe old form of simple partnership.

nomicandethical principles the authorconcludes that in all cases where The world isgrowing and advancing,at a tremendous rate . New forms

private ownership in thegifts of nature is widely distributed , as in agri- of businessspring up. New complications arise. These complications

culture, competition can act sufficiently for the protection ofthe public, mustbe met by newapplications of existing laws, or new laws are made

and the State should not interfere, but that where gifts of nature and to meet them. Legal decisions on entirely new matters are constantly

public franchisesareso limited in extent as tobecomeamatter of monopoly, being added to the reports, or old decisions are beingdeparted from to
theproven rightof the public to enter upon possession should beasserted, conform to new conditions. Fortunately for the professionthere are some
observing, however,the rights of owners and contract obligations. But lawyerswho find or taketime to give thought to their brothers. Messrs.

the Government should seldom undertake the management of industries. EdwardsK. Olmsted and Charles Putzel, both of the New Yorkbar,buve

This should be left to private corporations . How this can be done is added another important contribution to the class of works known as

demonstrated in an ingenious way . In the case of railroads, the operating digests, a bookof legal and commercial precedents, which makes a
companies, freed from competition and confined each to its own section of companion volume to another work of the same nature, “ Commercial

thecountry, should own absolutely their rolling stock,machinery , etc., Precedents, "with which the name of Mr. Putzel is also connected asjoint

while the Government should own the legal title, franchise and right ofauthor. The writers statethat this book has a twofold object: “to put

way. Guaranteed bonds and Government representation in the boards of into thehands of business men anintelligible statement of facts, showing

directorsareamong the provisions of the schema Adifferent plan would the rules applied by thecourtsin the disposition of the numerouscontro

be followedin thecase of trusts,which would be legalized and placed versies which have arisen outofbusiness transactions, in this country and
under Government supervision . Altogether the book is wellworth thein England, mainly within recent years, and “ to make a digest of the

study of the American citizen . facts of recent leading decisions, in a form to be of use to the legal profes

sion itself, more particularly that part of it so situated as to be deprived

Coral Reefs.t of access to the wide range of current reports resorted to for the material

Since 1874, when Darwin , that prince of natural observers, revised importantofwhich are agency,assignments, attachments, banksand
of this volume.” The table of contents includes fifty five titles , the most

and published his “ Coral Reefs ” in a second edition, the progress of banking, bills of lading, carrier, checks, contracts, corporations , debtor

our knowledge of the distribution of the coral insect and the conditions and creditor, insurance ,mortgage, notes , partnership, patents , and trade

of the formation of coral islands,reefs, etc., has proved that the observa-lunder each headmanycases are setforth, the facts uponwhich theunions, and contracts. The subjects are treated in alphabetic order, and

tions and conclusions published by him fifteen years ago are essentially

true. Criticism of, and opposition to, his theory, which has since that decisions were based being succinctly and carefully stated. The cases are

time been the generallyacceptedoneamong biologists and geologists, interspersed with aptquotationsfrom standard text-writers bearing onthe

have occasionally appeared , andmany new facts have been contributed subject in hand . The two subjects of assignments and attachments are
handled most fully and at considerable length, seventy- six pages being

Monopoliesand thePeople(Questionsofthe Day Series). By Charles Whiting devoted to the former andfifty-seven to the latter.A greatvariety ofBaker. C. E. $ 1.25 . New York: G. P. Putnam ' Sons.
useful legal forms is appended to the body of the text. As the book is

1The Structure and Distribution of Coral Reefs . By Charles Darwin ; third

edition , with an appendix by Prof. T.G.Bonney. $ 2, New York ; P, Appleton &

Ce.
* Precedents, Legal and Commercial. By Edwards K. Olmsted and Charles Putzel.

Hartford : The American Publishing Company,
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